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CONSUMER
BROCHURE

A Jewelry Designers Dream Tool

Jewelry CAD Dream
USED BY AWARD WINNING JEWELRY PROFESSIONALS AND ASPIRING JEW-

WHAT PRODUCTS DO WE OFFER?


Jewelry CAD Dream V.13



Jewelry COUNTER Design STUDIO



Thea Renderer

available to the general market has been dominated by low end model-



Bullet Proof Booleans

ing engines. Many of these low level engines have jewelry plugins that



Essential, Basic and Advanced Training

major loss for time. They lack the tools that midrange and high level



Jewelry CAD Academy Training Program

modelers have. Yes, they have jewelry tools and builders, but the bot-



Online Webinars

functionality of their CAD engine regardless of the tools and builders



Maintenance

when making most designs. Jewelry Cad Cam Masters partnered with



Support

ELRY DESIGNERS WITH A SELECT TASTE FOR QUALITY JEWELRY DESIGN
CAD SOFTWARE.
Since CAD has arrived in the jewelry industry, the design software

charge high end prices. These programs can get the job done, but at a

tom line fact is that the designer/modeler will have to deal with the

ZWSoft, one of the largest CAD developers. Having a 400+ strong
workforce, ZWSoft is dedicated exclusively to the CAD industry with
major clients like Siemens, Sony Ericsson, Panasonic, Carrefour and
Saint-Gobain, bringing you the latest in technology with 20+ years of
industry innovation. Together, we present to you Jewelry CAD Dream,
professional jewelry CAD software. Whether a hobbyist, professional
jewelry designer or a high volume manufacturer, Jewelry CAD Dream
was created with you in mind.

High-Tech Solution For High-End Jewelry

JEWELRY CAD DREAM FEATURES:

Jewelry CAD Dream V.13



FULL, DYNAMIC HISTORY



HYBRID MODELING

Jewelry CAD Dream combines a superfast high end hybrid modeling



DIRECT EDITING

engine with direct modeling, a plethora of jewelry CAD tools, along



A PLETHORA OF JEWELRY TOOLS

with high level history based modeling, bringing you the most power-



THEA ULTRA-REALISTIC RENDERING

ful tools in the jewelry CAD industry. Working in Jewelry CAD Dream



DIVERSE ARRAY OF PREMADE JEWELRY

you have all of this at your fingertips, in tandem with ultra realistic

COMPONENTS


DESIGNED BY A JEWELER WITH 30+ YEARS EXPERIENCE AT THE BENCH

renderings and animations to showcase your work.

MESH TO NURBS

Powerful, robust, all-in-one jewelry design solution.

Bullet Proof Booleans
AUTOMATED BOOLEANS ADD-ON

Many times CAD engines experience
difficulty when trying to Boolean Add/
Subtract parts for whatever the underlying reason may be. Hence the need
for a specialty product; ‘Bullet Proof
Booleans’, embedded within Jewelry CAD Dream, automates Boolean
Additions and Subtraction along with making your files ready for 3D
printing. The addition of this tool allows for crisp Booleans when importing ZBrush, Mudbox or any OBJ/STL files between a Mesh part
and NURBS part in Jewelry CAD Dream.

Software, Training, Support; the Whole Package

Training

JEWELRY COUNTER DESIGN STUDIO

LEARN FROM JEWELERS, NOT ENGINEERS

The Jewelry COUNTER Design STUDIO brings

Most Jewelry CAD software packages fall short in two areas; capabili-

a quality and growing library of jewelry de-

ties and training. At Jewelry Cad Cam Masters we believe that you

signs and components for immediate dis-

shouldn’t have to be an engineer to learn computer design. Yes, we
can have you building beautiful designs quickly, but to make very
unusual custom models it will take time to become proficient-any
powerful tool takes time to learn, you shouldn’t have to learn by
yourself! JCCM, LLC offers the Jewelry CAD Dream Training Program,
designed to help you learn at your own pace.
With the purchase of Jewelry CAD Dream V.13, the user will have access to hundreds of Essential/Basic Online Training Videos PLUS access to the Jewelry CAD Academy; a complete course with over 40
hours of training videos. Or subscribe to the Jewelry CAD Dream Advanced Training program and the user will gain access to all of the
additional advance online training material PLUS access to weekly
training seminars (and access to all of the previously recorded training seminars).

Thea Render
ULTRA-REALISTIC RENDERING
Jewelry CAD Dream has integrated Thea Rendering technology. Use the
‘Export Thea Scene’ button to automatically load your design into the
standalone ‘Thea Studio’ and experience an extremely robust and interactive rendering studio with a plethora of professional tools.

play to your customers. From the basic designs to more ornate. Modify in real time
and have your customer see stunning renders of the finished designs.

Good words, Good People
Testimonials
SEE WHAT SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE TO SAY ABOUT JEWELRY
CAD DREAM.
“Choosing Jewelry Cad Dream as my Cad program was the best choice I
could have made. The program itself is so versatile and is everything you need to
make any piece of jewelry your mind can create. I am very impressed with tools the
program offers and how fast I have picked it up. The training JCD offers is fantastic,
the lessons starts with showing the basics and gradually moves to making fine jewelry. I never missed a step. If I ever had an issue the JCD support team has spent
time with me to show me the proper techniques to each component I had trouble
with. The service has always been quick, effective and I am extremely appreciative.
JCD will be the fastest growing CAD Company for many years to come. Making jewelry via CAD is not only the future, but it is also the most effective way to make
jewelry today.”
Auston Baca, La Vita Vital, U.S.A.

“It’s a great program. I checked out some other programs like Matrix or 3D, and found that Jewelry CAD

“I have tried several parametric programs and decided on JCD, because it is
clearly laid out and is stable. With Johns Tutorials and his patient help I quickly
learned to work with JCD. Compared with Rhino I constructed just as quickly after
only a month, now after 6 months I work much more effectively with JCD.”
Roland Wittel, Goldschmiede Wittel, Germany

Dream is much more advanced and has a more
powerful engine. And with all the updates they put
out, it’s getting better and better. For the past 30
years, I’ve done everything by hand but after learning Jewelry CAD Dream, I don’t want to go back to
the bench. I want to do all my designing on the
computer simply because it’s faster and easier. It’s

“I wanted to get into computer design because I thought it would be much
faster and easier to design. I was right. A necklace that used to take me about a

unbelievable.”
Michael Shnayder, Euro Design Jewelry, U.S.A.

month to model now takes about 2 or 3 days to design using Jewelry CAD Dream.
Plus, you can show your customers what the piece will look like, and easily make

“After 30 year experience as a custom designer and

changes to the design without having to create a whole new model. But I think the

a model maker it was hard to imagine how I was

most important part of Jewelry CAD Dream for me is the fact that John is so willing

able to work before. Jewelry CAD Dream gives me

to train people on how to use the software. He’s a jeweler, he’s a setter, and he

creative freedom, and helps me to see the finished

knows the software. He understands the whole process, and it’s difficult to find a
company that understands both the program and how to create jewelry. Overall,
Jewelry CAD Dream makes my life much easier.”
Ramiro Ortega, Finesse Fine Jewelry, U.S.A.

product. It definitely saves a lot of time, and it
makes it a lot easier to go back and change something. But I think that support is the number one
most important thing because designing jewelry can
be very complicated. The support is amazing!John is
a great teacher and doesn’t give you a hard time

"Not only is Jewelry Cad Dream The best software out there, They saved me

when you are trying to learn something. I’m not

tens of thousands of dollars by giving me great advice! Thank you Jewelry Cad

sure I would have learned as much if it wasn’t for

Dream!”

him.”

William Brown, Cleveland Hotlist Best Jewelry Designer 2015 Winner, U.S.A.

Alex Zamsky, Alex & Company, U.S.A.

Join the Team!

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Highly Recommended:

JOIN EITHER OUR AFFILIATE OR RESELLER PROGRAM
AND PROFIT FROM THE WORLD’S MOST ADVANCED






OS: 64-bit; Windows 7 or newer

JEWELRY CAD SOFTWARE PACKAGE!

CPU: Intel i7 or AMD equivalent

If you would like to join the team or require more information




SSD/HDD: 250GB SSD with 1TB HDD



Peripheral: 3D mouse, 3-button mouse with scroll
wheel, keyboard

RAM: 8GB or more
GPU: NVIDIA with at least 960 Cuda cores and 2GB
memory or more
Monitor: 1920 × 1080 VGA with True Color supporting
OpenGL 3.0 or above

Minimum Requirements:






OS: 64-bit; Windows Vista or newer




SSD/HDD: 250GB HDD



Peripheral: 3-button mouse with scroll wheel, keyboard

CPU: Intel i5 or AMD equivalent
RAM: 4GB
GPU: NVIDIA with at least 480 Cuda cores and minimum 1GB memory
Monitor: 1024 x 768 VGA with True Color supporting
OpenGL 3.0 or above

Jewelry Cad Cam Masters, LLC
11924 W. Forest Hill Blvd #10A-250
Wellington, FL 33414
+1.561.444.3741
info@jewelrycaddream.com

www.jewelrycaddream.com

about a purchase or subscription, please don’t hesitate to get
in touch via the contact details below. Thank you!

